MINUTES OF A MEETING OF KINVER PARISH COUNCIL HELD ON WEDNESDAY 1ST DECEMBER 2021 AT THE
95 HIGH STREET, KINVER
PRESENT:
Councillors JK Hall (Chairman), Mrs C Allen (Vice Chairman), G Sisley, H Williams, S Anderson, P
Wooddisse, K Slade, Ms E Lord, M Smith, E Simons and County Councillor Mrs V Wilson
216/21.

Apologies for Absence.

Councillors IG Sadler, D Light, Miss V Webb, Mrs S Harris sent their apologies.
217/21.

Declarations of Councillors’ Interest.

Councillor Mrs C Allen declared an interest in relation to the grant for the Youth Café and took no part in the decision
or discussion on this item.
218/21.

To receive for confirmation and adoption, the Minutes of the Parish Council meetings held on 3rd and
18th of November 2021.

The minutes of the meeting held on 3rd and 18th November 2021 were approved and signed as a true record of the
proceedings of that meeting.
219/21. Chief Inspector Wain to address the Parish Council on policing matters and to receive a report from PCSO’s
re incidents and statistics for Kinver
Chief Inspector Wain unfortunately could not make the meeting. The crime statistics were circulated from PCSO Paula
Wilkes. These were noted.
220/21.

Public Participation – 15 minutes for members of the Parish to raise matters with members of the
Council

Standing orders were raised.
Mrs Barbara Owen asked for an update on the bus service. She also ensured that the bus service survey was
circulated and publicised as much as possible. She circulated a paper copy of the questionnaire to people that could
not use the online survey and with the help of Mrs Fullwood types them in online.
She is in the process of trying to submit her response to the Local Plan but is experiencing difficulties with using the
online service, she has contacted SSDC for help on what to do and will be trying again to submit her comments.
She is also experiencing like many others in the Parish issues with the GP surgery in Kinver. She had tried to get an
appointment and had not been able to get one in Kinver due to both doctors being off sick and appointments were
available at Kingswinford, without having your own transport this is very difficult. She was told she would be phoned
back and give her an appointment in the next 2 weeks in Kinver.
With regard Youth Café she wanted to thank the volunteers that run the café and what an assest the facility is for the
young people of the village.
Standing orders were re-instated.
221/21.

To confirm the Parish Council’s response to the Preferred Option Sites for Kinver Parish Council

The draft response is set out as appendix 1 to these minutes. It was proposed by Councillor P Wooddisse and
seconded by Councillor G Sisley, that the draft as appendix 1 subject to any minor alterations is agreed and this then
submitted by the Clerk before the end of the consultation.
222/21.

To note closing deadline for co-option candidates and note interview date

As an election has not been called within the 14-day timescale, the Parish Council must, now as soon as practicable,
co-opt a person to fill the vacancy. The Clerk has asked for people interested to put their name forward for co-option
onto the Parish Council by registering their interest to the Clerk by Monday 4th January 2022. Interviews for candidates
will take place on Wednesday 12th January 2022 at 6.00pm. This was agreed and noted.
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223/21.

To receive an update on the solar lighting for the Holloway (Cllr E Lord)

Councillor Ms E Lord presented the following update on the Holloway
Road surface and street scene
Following discussions and on-site meetings involving Victoria Wilson, Diane Firkins of Highways and Julian Hall, we
logged a fault for the road surface on the Holloway. Repairs were carried out soon after to fill the worst of the potholes
on the Holloway. Since then, the carriageway has been swept, removing gravel and the initial loose material from
around the repairs. It is hoped that these will settle and no longer be a source of gravel. In addition, weeds and
brushwood have been cleared. Overall, this is a big improvement, creating a less treacherous surface and more
inviting aspect, and we’re grateful to the teams who did the work.
The driveway to the Old Church House has been surfaced, by the residents, and is no longer a source of additional
gravel.
The disintegrating surfacing on both sides of the upper section may however continue to bleed some gravel onto the
slope…. (The top right has been filled; centre section has not).

Lights
One solar light has been commissioned, for halfway down the Holloway on the east side. Installation is expected soon
after Christmas.
The available sites at the top of the Holloway proved to be unsuitable for reliable solar lighting. Black Country Ales
have kindly agreed in principle to host and power heritage-style lights fixed to the walls of the Cross Inn.
We have sourced suitable lights, similar to those installed in Alverley conservation area, and are awaiting final
arrangements with Black Country Ales before commissioning them. It is expected that with installation the total cost
will be within budget and cheaper than Highways quotes. The electrician is looking at getting a cost for connecting the
other lights.

224/21.

To receive an update on the PWLB application

Please find below revised costings, Vauxhall have changed the options available on the vehicle, and the price has
reduced based on the reduced specification.
Quote 1
Quote 2
Quote 3
Quote 4

£31150.60 + VAT
£32539.17 + VAT
£34488.34 + VAT
£31960.28 + VAT

The Parish Council has approval from PWLB for £22,000, we have reserves set aside of £10,000.
The PWLB is a loan which has to be repaid at £4600 per annum for 5 years giving a pay back of interest of £1000.00.
It was proposed by Councillor S Allen and seconded by Councillor Mrs C Allen to purchase the vehicle using
Contractor 1 T Wall, at a cost of £31150.60. On a vote this was carried unanimously.
There will be a small cost to have a charging point installed also in the Garage (a max of circa £250), as we are not a
domestic property to get a free one and sign writing the vehicle.
225/21.

To receive an update on the section 106 agreement for the new development on White Hill.

The Clerk has requested the information and it has not been received yet. This will be an agenda item for the January
meeting.
226/21.

To discuss concerns raised by the public re the Doctors Surgery

The Clerk invited Dr Mark Hopkins to attend the meeting, but he had been unable to attend this meeting.
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The Parish Council have received a lot of comments of concern to the level of service being experienced with the
Kinver surgery especially as the surgery is now being administratively run from the Kingswinford branch.
As part of the Local Plan information gathering a question was put to the surgery if they have any concerns with the
increase of population and they said no.
The main area of concern is the lack of service, not being able to make an appointment, phones not being answered,
website crashing / going down at busy times etc... MP Gavin Williamson is doing an open letter to raise the concerns
of the Community, which should be sent in January and County Councillor Mrs V Wilson has also written to them
independently.
There is also an email option to ask questions, we would like to know who is triaging the emails, there is a level of
concern on this.
Councillor G Sisley had a meeting with Kelvin Manners PPG Chairman, and he summarised the meeting to members
there is also a meeting on the 9th Dec, that questions can be forwarded to the Doctors for that meeting.
227/21

To make a formal response to the SSDC Electoral review

Kinver Parish Council’s three District Councillors are proposed to remain the same, apart from taking over Enville
District seat. This was accepted and noted.
228/21.

To discuss Queens Platinum Jubilee celebrations for 2022

It was agreed to ask the National Trust to light a beacon on the 2nd June 2022. Ideas discussed were a possible
parade, rededicate the Giants Well, a plaque also (like in 2012) on one of the Gardens or a street party in the High
Street – bring your own picnic and drinks. This item was referred to Leisure and Amenities Committee.
229/21.

To receive the minutes and any recommendations from the following Committee meetings: -

Finance and General Purposes Committee
24th November 2021
•
the budget set out as appendix 3 to these minutes be accepted and a precept to be set at £153975.
•
the Giants Well project is funded totalling £604.08 from the Grants Budget head 117/3.
•
the Youth Café grant is approved for £562 funded from the Community grants budget 120.
•
a maximum of £400 is allocated / reserved for the funding required to access the data report
prepared by Lower Penn Parish Council for the Preferred Options response from the grants budget
head 117/3.
•
the accounts as set as Appendix 1 to these minutes be accepted.
It was proposed by Councillor P Wooddisse and seconded by Councillor S Anderson to accept the recommendations
above and on a vote the above recommendations were agreed unanimously apart from the Youth Café Grant as
Councillor Mrs C Allen had already declared an interest and di not vote on this item.
Planning and Development Committee
These minutes were noted and accepted.
230/21.

3rd and 24th November 2021

County / District Councillor to address the Council on any matters relevant to the Parish

County Councillor Mrs V Wilson raised
•

There has been a tender exercise been undertaken by the County Council for the new service in January.
The original long standing bus route was changed by the Green Bus Company who took over the contract as
an emergency measure this year. She thanked Mrs Owen and Mrs Fullwood for collecting / inputting the data
to help assess what the bus users wanted from the service and this had been included in the tender process.
The main areas that came out of this process were people have wanted the bus route returned to the
Wollaston Route, the end bus time to be extended and also accepting Swift Card / travel west midlands. The
recommended option is reinstated service to Wollaston, later last service bus 6.45 and 7.45 and enhanced
ticketing options and also improved Saturday service. There was not an option to have an extra morning bus
due to the school service. These are the options we have decided to try to go worth and we will be looking at
companies for a 12-month contract.
• The Community fund has closed, the green fund has opened, there is a maximum of £500 to do green things
with.
• Congratulate the people involved with the Christmas lights and the event. For such a successful evening.
• Gritting has started 3 days so far over the weekend.
Kinver Parish Council
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Councillor H Williams reported that at SSDC is returning to normal following Covid and the alterations to the Council
offices.
Councillor G Sisley needs peoples Doctors questions need to be with him ASAP. With regard to the Police stations,
Cannock is our nearest Police Stations, he will investigate this further and report back to the Council.
231/21.

Report of the Chairman

The Chairman reported that he attended the Remembrance Services at St Peters Church and Codsall. He thought
the Friday night event seemed very popular and the market took place on Saturday despite the weather. The traffic
management company quote was reduced, due to them not submitting the County application and County Councillor
Mrs V Wilson organised the closure on our behalf and we thanked her for her help.
232/21.

To receive and note the report from the Clerk including Burial Ground Superintendents report.

Members noted the invitation for the new leader of the Council.
The following were noted: •
•
•
•
•
•
•

Running Event Kinver Edge
Notification of raising awareness walk in January Kinver Mental Health Awareness - 'Green for Go' Walk
Road Damage at The Compa by the school and overgrown hedges
Subject: Community Safety discussions with Parish Councils
Subject: Free trees for planting projects - Kinver Parish Council, Staffordshire
Subject: Commonwealth Games 2022 Cycling Time Trial Event
Email from SSDC Re security (I have removed all personal details from the website.)

The above were noted.
233/21.

To discuss changing the Planning and Development meetings to 4 weeks rather than 3 weeks

It was proposed by Councillor H Williams and seconded by Councillor JK Hall to accept the amended meeting
schedule as detailed below on a vote this was carried.
2021

FULL PARISH
COUNCIL

DEC 2021

1

JAN 2022

5

FEB 2022

2

MARCH 2022

2

APRIL 2022

6

MAY 2022

4

234/21.

LEISURE
AND
AMENITIES

FINANCE &
GENERAL
PURPOSES

PLANNING
AND
DEVELOP.
15

12

19
23

16

9

25

16
27

20

11

18

Reports from Members sitting on Outside Bodies for the Parish Council.

Councillor P Wooddisse reported that he is now working on the FoKoS Bridge Project Ltd – the project has been
rectified. The Canals and Rivers Trust have agreed to reduce the legal costs to £5000, which has made the project
viable again. The bridge’s proposed as the Queen Elizabeth Platinum Jubilee.
Councillor Mrs C Allen reported that on Friday 3rd December the vouches from the Old Peoples Welfare will be
distributing from the Senior Citizens Bungalow.
235/21.

To receive the accounts for payment since the last meeting.
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The accounts for payment are detailed as appendix 1 to these minutes and were noted.
236/21.

Items for future Meetings

To be with the Clerk by the 17th December 2021. Police Chief Inspector visit; Invite to a representative from the
Doctors in Kinver; Policing in Kinver / wider area. S106 agreements.
237/21.

Dates of Next Meetings –

Planning and Development Committee
Parish Council meeting
Interview meeting for Co-Options
Leisure and amenities Committee
Finance and General Purposes Committee

Kinver Parish Council
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Appendix 1 to the minutes of the Parish Council held on the 1st December 2021

Draft response to local plan consultation

01/12/2021

South Staffordshire Local Plan
Preferred Options Consultation
South Staffordshire Council
Codsall
WV8 1PX
6 Dec 2021
Dear Sir/Madam
South Staffordshire Local Plan: Preferred Options Consultation 2021
1.

Response from Kinver Parish Council

We are writing to present Kinver Parish Councils response to the South Staffordshire Local Plan Preferred Options
consultation.
We welcome many aspects of the South Staffordshire Local Plan and the planning framework it sets out. We
especially welcome the emphasis on Climate Change measures, and the stance taken by the Local Plan to go beyond
government minimum requirements.
However there are some issues where we believe the Plan needs updating with new information and policies; some
where we believe policies have been mis-applied; and some where we believe a better outcome could be obtained
with more site specific information related to Kinver, or a modified approach. In particular, we consider that the
justifications for building on green belt and farm land are insufficient; and that the transport and infrastructure
implications have not been adequately addressed.
For the purposes of this representation we deal with each point in turn and would welcome a discussion relating to
the points raised below.

Basis for Housing target numbers
1.a. Growth Strategy Indicative Housing Figure
Excessively pro-growth strategy without recognising the constraints of the area: The South Staffordshire housing
number is biased upward
We believe that the South Staffordshire housing number, at almost 5000, is too high and should be recalculated
with
• It already includes a 26% uplift because house prices are high in this area.
• Full allowance for housing achieved which is not included in the Plan’s calculation
o Recent average windfall of ca 200 per year (Housing Monitoring 5YHLS 2019-2020 Final.pdf, p9) has
rivalled Plan allocations in size. The discounting of this figure to 30 p.a. is not properly evidenced, and
runs counter to current continuing experience.
o Allocated sites typically achieve 25-50% more housing than the minimum included in the calculation.
o By ignoring these sources yet permitting their continuance, the Plan is causing housebuilding far beyond
the calculated “need”.
• Use of updated population trend data reflecting slowed growth (ONS).
The calculation approach will inevitably result in build far beyond Plan numbers
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•

•

By failing to fully allow for windfall and the additional housing above the minimum on allocated sites, the plan is
excessively pro-growth and causes build far beyond calculated need. This is counter to sustainability, climate
change and green belt policies.
A method for adjustment of housing numbers during the life of the Plan is required should windfall and build-out
levels continue at levels above those used in the Plan calculations.

The 4000 additional housing number under “Duty to cooperate” is excessive for South Staffs to absorb, and is not
proven:
• The 4000 homes accepted from the conurbation councils effectively double the actual need calculated for South
Staffordshire. They are too many to absorb.
• The GBHMA should be strongly encouraged to review its numbers with recent information (e.g declining
population growth, changing national policies); and to maximise brown field site use as now required. The LP PO
document states that these numbers are under review. Dudley council pledged in 2021 to maximise use of
brownfield to protect their own green belt, as did Birmingham. The figures do not yet reflect these changes.
• We understand the concept of duty to cooperate, but here it is resulting in development predominantly on
green belt and valuable (grade 1-3) agricultural land, contrary to NPPF policies
• Part of the GBHMA housing number is an arbitrary additional housing requirement placed on Wolverhampton to
achieve the government’s current naitonal target of 300,000 per year. This was expressly intended to revitalise
urban centres and use urban/brownfield sites. If it is not required by Wolverhampton, it should not be exported
to rural areas under duty to cooperate.
• Has South Staffordshire sought cooperation from other local councils as required by the NPPF (para 141) before
taking land out of Green Belt?
The attached “ASSESSMENT OF HOUSING PROPOSALS: LOWER PENN” gives a more detailed analysis of the
housing number evidence base, and concludes: “ the housing numbers in South Staffordshire, particularly the
uplift of 4,000 to meet Black Country need is not justified”. This document draws on the Black Country Urban
Capacity Update June 2021 cpre assessmenet.pdf, which is also attached.
The Plan will result in build far exceeding need, with substantial adverse impacts on the environment; on plans to
limit climate change; and on infrastructure. None of these is adequately addressed in the Plan. (See below )

1.a.i Kinver housing needs:
•

•

•

The housing allocation is too high, representing an increase of population (or of housing replacement rate) of
about 7% (254 homes) on a parish with static or falling population (ONS). We cannot defend this on the basis of
local need.
Kinver can provide for more than the allocated housing need from windfall and brown field sites. (Recent
windfalls have averaged 35 per year. The SHELAA 2018 cites 32 units with planning permission in Kinver parish at
that time, in addition to allocated sites. The Plan asks for <8 units per year from 2021-2037 )
Despite this evidence, the Plan allocates 2 new green belt sites and intends to develop a further green field /
‘safeguarded’ site of exceptionally high environmental and community value.

1.b Adverse consequences of a too-high Plan housing number
Building too many houses, and building them in rural areas, is counter to government and council policies on
climate change , green belt protection and the environment
• We understand that government are ‘clear’ that building houses is a priority to boost the economy.
• But this policy, and particularly when applied in rural areas, and on green field sites, is counter to more recent
policies, including those on Climate Change ( reducing car use, avoiding ploughing out green pasture etc); and on
prioritising Green Belt protection (NPPF).
Kinver Parish Council
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•

Council should review the number in the light of updated information; and must ensure that location and other
factors are chosen to minimise conflict with current and emerging national policies on climate change and green
belt.

Green belt release is not needed for local housing
• We believe there could be sufficient development land in South Staffs to meet the local need, (without Green
Belt Land) if the ‘need to cooperate’ were removed and the local calculations were reviewed to remove upward
bias. (see attached document)
• We do not consider that the necessary ‘exceptional circumstances’ have been met, as required by the NPPF, to
justify taking land out of green belt, or removing agricultural land .
• Despite the words, ‘biodiversity net gain’ cannot compensate for the scale of loss of green fields and wildlife
sites in this plan.
Avoid over-delivery by correcting the Plan’s built-in ratchet mechanism
By basing its calculations on minimum site numbers, and under-allowing windfall, the Plan will inevitably overdeliver
by typically a factor of 2. We suggest that two strategies for avoiding upward creep are:
•
•

Allow for windfall. Put forward a clear policy on windfall allowance and adjustment in calculations, and during
the Plan.
Provide a clear policy on maximum build densities. We welcome the commitment by SSDC to creating good
places to live, and the indication at a recent webinar that building only the minimum number on a site, leaves
space for this, through street trees, green space, biodiversity gain, and so on. We need clarity in the Plan to
make it happen.

Release sites slowly, and green belt/green field sites last, to reduce Green Belt loss and planning blight in case
demand does not materialise.
If greenbelt and safeguarded land are deemed essential, delay their release until well after other land has been used.
Demographic, economic and politico-legal conditions, and therefore housing need, are changing. It’s possible this
land won’t be needed, after all, delay gives a chance to save it.

Climate Change
We welcome the importance placed upon climate change in the Plan, in line with national priorities, the Climate
Emergency acknowledge by South Staffordshire in 2019, and the Climate Action Plan subsequently developed. The
Local Plan is a vehicle to deliver positive design solutions and create ‘sustainable places’.
The Climate Emergency requires prompt, effective action – delay will result in disastrous, unpredictable and
uncontrollable consequences. The time-critical nature of the emergency means reduction in carbon emissions must
be prioritised.
We therefore note and welcome the Local Plan statements:
“We will use the planning system and the new Local Plan as a vehicle to encourage sustainable
patterns of development, promoting carbon resilient design, and protecting the natural
environment.”
“The overall spatial strategy in focusing greater levels of development in the larger villages and urban edge locations
with greater access to facilities and public transport, thus reducing car dependency, is key to achieving sustainable
development and tackling climate change.”
However we feel that central aspects of the plan militate against these objectives:
Kinver Parish Council
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2.a. Taking GBHMA housing into rural areas increases Carbon emissions:
•

Bias towards over-delivery of homes will increase carbon emissions - by the build process and by destruction of
green land. Instead, develop climate change initiatives to contribute to economic growth via e.g. retrofit or
renewable energy projects.

•

The relocation of GBHMA homes to rural areas will more than wipe out the Climate Change measures in the Plan
such as reduced-carbon building methods.

Map: relative carbon emissions, urban v rural W Midlands. Brown = high. (www.carbon.place)

2.b. Kinver parish: Climate Change Issues:.
•
•
•

•

Car use
Allocating housing in Kinver is counter to national and SSDC policy of building in larger, well-serviced centres to
reduce carbon emissions.
Kinver has negligible public transport. The bus service cannot be used for commuting to work; for visiting the
main GP surgery eg for Covid jabs; for getting to hospital; or for visiting council offices and services.
The ‘sustainability assessment ‘ of sites was carried out AFTER application of the site location strategy (Tier
system). This effectively excludes sites which may be closer to services in the conurbation, and have a lower
carbon emission impact, than sites on the edge of Kinver settlement.
The suggestion of new cycleways and Active Travel is welcomed, but realistic cost and feasibility, strategy and
funding source are not clear.
Flooding

Both river flooding, and storm (‘flash’ ) flooding, are increasing in frequency and extent under climate change.
•

•

River flooding: We need mapping of the worst case Climate Change scenario for flooding to avoid future
problems. Table 5 of the LP-PO document mentions only Penk and Smestow rivers as draining south
Staffordshire. Kinver is on the Stour. It appears that updated climate-change modelling has not been undertaken
for the River Stour. Please can this be rectified.
River flooding in Kinver already threatens the Community Centre and housing including the High Street. Recent
planning permissions have allowed building very close to the current flood line, such that they are likely to be at
substantial flood risk within the near future.(see below).
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Photo: Recent flooding on new housing site 270, Hyde Lane, Kinver. Proposed site 576 is on the slope
beyond site 270 (bare soil).
•

Stormwater flooding: The 3 proposed sites in Kinver, and the two recently granted planning permission (270,
274), are all on previously green land which absorbed rainfall. All but 1 are in the Potter’s Cross/Hyde Lane area
which feeds Mill Brook (photo above) , thence the Sterrymere, and adjacent Community Centre (KSCA) all of
which flood regularly. Development on these sites risks increased flooding, which will be exacerbated by Climate
Change. What modelling/assessment has been done, and what plans are in place to prevent stormwater floods,
given that SUDS are only partially effective?

Transport and infrastructure
The proposed Plan indicates will result in a greatly increased population growth relative to the expected rate
predicted from demographic data.

3.a. Infrastructure implications
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transport impacts will be immense. What are the infrastructure plans and who will pay for them? The
allocations are not supported by transport assessments.
Growth focussed along the A449 corridor (in Worcestershire as well as Staffordshire) will cause jams at local
junctions and problems for commuting into the conurbation.
Rural expansion will aggravate the over-use of narrow rural roads never designed for this.
Existing public transport infrastructure is inadequate, few settlements have rail with adequate parking; most bus
services are inadequate for commuting and accessing services.
How will these homes be ‘sustainable’ when most will require 2 cars to access employment and services.
How will the settlements themselves absorb these extra homes and provide the local services and infrastructure
they need.
What contribution will be made by the GBHMA towards the cost and integrated planning of infrastructure to
serve the population being relocated into South Staffs? The infrastructure cost will be far greater than if built
within the conurbation. It seems essential that the ‘duty to cooperate’ should include adequate contribution to
resulting infrastructure, but the Plan gives no assurance.
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3.b. Kinver Parish : transport and infrastructure
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

The Plan contains no discussion of how the increased traffic and other service requirements from new housing
will be dealt with in Kinver parish, nor how it will be funded.
Local traffic: The scale of building proposed will create pressure on roads. Traffic in Kinver is already congested –
the High Street frequently grinds to a halt, exacerbated by delivery lorries navigating a restricted width. The
Potter’s Cross junction by schools becomes dangerously congested at busy times; and the few back-route
alternatives are largely single track and hilly.
Proposed allocations will further exacerbate current pinch points at Potter’s Cross and the High Street in Kinver.
Road and footway capacity could be difficult and expensive to increase in Kinver due to constraints of hills, river
and canal, narrow lanes and conservation areas.
Expanded road systems could damage the appeal of an area which has great importance for open-air recreation
to surrounding areas.
The commitment to encourage provision of cycle routes is welcomed. Given the practical difficulties, we would
like to discuss realistic options with Council.
Major routes: The A449 Stewponey junction, at Stourton, through which most Kinver traffic passes to reach the
employment and services of the conurbation, already jams at peak periods and weekends. The many
developments being planned near the A449 will increase congestion.

3.c Kinver Services:
•
•

•

Kinver is stated to be a Tier 2 village, - it has a secondary school. However our services and facilities are far
below the average for Tier 2. This must be taken into account in allocating housing.
The information given about Kinver services in Plan supporting documentation is incorrect. E.g. We have no
leisure centre, only one small supermarket, only one GP surgery which is struggling to provide a full service in
Kinver. Our limited bus service is inadequate for commuting, getting to local colleges, hospitals, or the main
doctors surgery, or indeed getting to anywhere but Stourbridge in the daytime.
We want to work with you to update the information and discuss the implications.

3.d CIL and S106 developer contributions:
•

Can the Council explain why they are not pursuing the CIL model, to provide funding for the essential
infrastructure The two are treated as complementary rather than mutually exclusive by many councils, and we
understand that the CIL would add transparency and flexibility.

•

Could the council further explain how funding for general infrastructure improvements will be generated; and
how they plan to actively consult with local parishes to ensure that the infrastructure provided meets local
needs?

Site allocations in Kinver
4.a Green belt contribution and justification for sites
•
•
•

The 3 new sites proposed in Kinver are green field – either Green Belt or recently released from Green Belt - and
contribute to the purposes of the Green Belt. (See table below).
National and local policy is to re-use existing sites , or at worst use other land, before Green Belt release. The
need for Green Belt release, has not been proven
We do not consider that there are now, or have ever been ,the necessary ‘exceptional circumstances’ to justify
the release from Green Belt for development, since other options exist.
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•

The Local Plan’s Housing Topic Paper 2021 para 3.6 says that:” site suggestions that are predicted to have major
negative effects under the landscape criteria due to being in more sensitive areas within the Green Belt Study
2019 and Landscape Sensitivity Assessment 2019 …. have not been treated as a significant constraint on
development.” This appears to negate the importance assigned to landscape in NPPF and policy generally.

Green Belt Purpose (NPPF 2021)

Site 576 / 271

Site 272

Hyde Lane

Dunsley

Site 274
(safeguarded)
White Hill

a) Check urban sprawl

V High

V High

V High

b) Prevent towns merging

Mod

Mod

Mod

c) Safeguarding countryside from
encroachment

V High

V High

V High

d) Preserve setting an special character of
historic towns

High

V High

V High

e) Encourage recycling of urban land

High

High

High

High

V High

V High

Landscape sensitivity

•

•

•
•

The 2 new Green Belt sites contravene NPPF paragraphs 140 and 143 that “Strategic policies should establish
the need for any changes to Green Belt boundaries having regard to their intended permanence in the long
term, so they can endure beyond the Plan period”, and that if removed, councils should “define boundaries
clearly…likely to be permanent”, since both are contiguous with a large area of land identified on the SAD,
without natural boundary, thereby positively inviting sprawl beyond the bounds of the sites. Indeed Site 576
has simply been cookie-cut from the middle of a much larger SAD field, in such a way as to make continued
farming of the remainder very awkward.
The published Green Belt assessments appear not to have noted the topographic element of the value of a site.
Kinver sits in a ‘bowl’, largely protected from view from the surrounding Green Belt countryside. All the sites
proposed for Kinver would damage that setting.
All 3 sites are contrary to the NPPF policy that priority for green belt release should be of land well served by
public transport.
The target of 10% of homes on “smaller sites is not adequate justification for taking land out of Green Belt in
Kinver. (NPPF)

4.b. Loss of green space and amenity for South Staffordshire
•

•

Kinver is the most visited outdoor recreation area in South Staffordshire. People come to walk, cycle, ride and
enjoy the beauty of the location. More than 69,000 visited the National Trust rockhouses just above the village
last year – and the NT estimate 250,000 visited the adjacent Kinver Edge ridge, (an SSSI), with its hill fort, woods,
lowland heath and views. Visitors enjoy the views and the sense of openness that the Kinver Edge and
surrounding green belt afford, and the views of the village nestling in its valley site. Many visitors also come via
the canal towpath, and wander on to enjoy Kinver village and the local canal, river and heritage of the
conservation area.
This amenity is being eroded and damaged by continual development. The Local Plan makes no proper
assessment of the potential impact of continued development on wildlife and amenity here.
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•
•

All proposed sites contravene NPPF policies para 174 and 179 that sites with wildlife, biodiversity geodiversity,
priority habitats, and ecological networks should be protected and enhanced.
South Staffordshire’s policy of placing development adjacent to ’Tier 2‘ settlements here has the unintended
consequence of damaging a major local attraction and precious rural heritage asset. Kinver parish’s heritage,
wildlife and landscape attractions are concentrated around Kinver settlement. By over-expanding Kinver, the
essence of a valued place is being lost.

We ask for a detailed discussion with SSDC on the Site Allocations, as we believe there are better solutions than the
Plan proposals.

4.c. Site 272: Dunsley: (Green Belt)
The evidence base supporting this allocation does not provide a clear planning rationale to warrant the release from
the green belt for the following reasons:
This site contributes strongly to the major purposes of Green Belt.
• It checks the unrestricted sprawl of Kinver. Development of this site would breach a natural boundary to the
village (it’s at the brow of the valley in which Kinver lies, and bounded by a road). The site has no strong
boundary from the rest of the Green Belt, which is elevated land . It would open the way to highly-visible sprawl
across the green belt towards Stourbridge/ Black Country.
• This site, being at the crest of a rise, will damage the openness of the Green Belt beyond, by creating an urban
view, instead of a tree-lined horizon with church in the distance.
• It helps safeguard the countryside from encroachment.
• It preserves the setting and special character of Kinver, and the landscape and buildings around the site are a
part of that historic fabric. It is adjacent and linked by paths to the Conservation Area.
• Alternative land exists in the area which could easily be recycled or enhanced to provide the allocated number of
homes without ploughing up green field.
Other Concerns:
• Flood risk: The raised site will increase the risk of heavy rains flooding the existing properties. It is not clear how
this increased flood risk from new housing could be effectively prevented.
• Conservation Area and visual amenity: The site adjoins the Canal conservation area. It is adjacent to several old
farm buildings and houses, and accessed by well used local footpaths. Development would damage visual
amenity and enjoyment of the views over the valley within which Kinver sits.
• Access and infrastructure: it is not clear how the current narrow, restricted access could be enlarged to
accommodate additional housing.

4.d. Site 576 (part): Hyde Lane: (Green Belt)
The evidence base supporting this allocation does not provide a clear planning rationale to warrant the release from
the green belt for the following reasons:
• We do not think that exceptional conditions have been demonstrated for release of this land from Green Belt.
Other sites including brownfield sites and sites less damaging to the green belt are available.
• We believe that this site contributes strongly to the major purposes of Green Belt.
o It checks the unrestricted sprawl of Kinver. Development of this site would breach a natural boundary to the
village (trees and topography) and open the way to highly-visible sprawl across the green belt towards
Stourbridge/ Black Country. Indeed the site has been cut in an awkward way from a large field (Site 271),
such that the remaining land would be difficult to farm efficiently. This is in clear contravention of NPPF
guidance.
o This site, by extending the visibility of Kinver from the north, will damage the openness of the Green Belt,
Kinver Parish Council
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o

•

The site helps safeguard the countryside from encroachment. If developed, the lack of boundary means
further development across countryside is effectively pre-determined.
o It contributes to the setting and special character of Kinver, largely within a bowl which hides it from much
of the surrounding countryside
Alternative land exists in the area which could easily be recycled or enhanced to provide the allocated number of
homes without ploughing up green fields

Other Concerns:
• Loss of agricultural land: The site is productive arable land, producing food and should not be taken from the
green belt. It would be contrary to Green Belt policy GB1.
• Flooding.: Development would create storm water flows onto Hyde Lane forming a flood on the road, then into
the field below, thence Mill Brook and Sterrymere and into the Stour. The risk of flood of the Community Centre
building (KSCA) and Marsh Playing Fields will be greatly increased. SUDS are unlikely to be adequate to prevent
this in heavy rains and wet periods.
• The shape of the development makes no sense as an adjunct to Kinver.

4.e. Site 274 (part): White Hill 2: (Safeguarded land)
The evidence base supporting this allocation does not provide a clear planning rationale to warrant the release from
the green belt for the following reasons:
• We consider that the original case for taking this land out of Green Belt was seriously flawed and contained
inaccuracies. It also failed to take proper account of the site’s value to the community, its wildlife value, and its
landscape value in relation to Kinver Edge and its setting.
• We consider that the site continues to contribute to the purposes of green belt, wildlife, community, landscape
and heritage
• Although it looks like infill on a flat map, when viewed in its Kinver Edge context and with local knowledge of its
use, it reveals itself as a valued and critical component of the natural landscape for which Kinver Edge and our
parish are so widely appreciated.
• We believe less damaging locations can be found to achieve the SSDC purposes. We would welcome discussion
with SSDC on alternative options and/or minimising damage.
Wildlife
• This is a former wildlife site, adjacent to National Trust woodland which abuts the Kinver Edge SSSI.
• It is a critical part of the wildlife corridor between Kinver Edge and Highgate Common, currently being enhanced
under grant funding (SWT, NT and others). At this point the corridor is especially narrow and Staffordshire
Wildlife Trust have said the site is particularly valuable for this purpose.
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Above: Wildlife corridor map (green routes) around site 274 (Centre of map). Source: Staffordshire Wildlife Trust
•

•

Ploughing out the old unimproved grassland which constitutes the southern part of the site would create a huge
release of carbon dioxide. Yet it is identified by SWT as the ideal soil type and location for development as
species-rich pasture, or even restoration to lowland heath, creating substantial biodiversity gain.
In short this is a prime site for Nature Recovery, biodiversity gain, and enhancement of wildlife value, and should
be retained for these purposes.

Community value
• The site is very much used and appreciated by local residents for walking, exercising dogs, enjoying the scenery,
and accessing surrounding landscape. It is THE site for sledging within the village. It has been used for village
events when the Marsh Playing Fields are flooded.
• In the recent Questionnaire in relation to the Neighbourhood Plan, this site came out most strongly for its value
as a green space for the community with over 80% rating it Important or Very Important. It is accessible to the
village, and a valued green space.
• More than 90% also rated protection of views from Kinver Edge as Important or more – and these views would
be damaged by this development. Many respondents in addition cited their reasons for valuing the area –
walking and dog walking, of course; view, proximity to lovely woodlands and the Edge; wildlife including raptors,
and bats in the evenings; and – over and over again – sledging
Staffordshire way
• The long distance footpath Staffordshire Way begins on Kinver Edge, and as it drops off the Edge, passes into this
site. National policy is to maintain the openness of such paths. We support this strongly, particularly because of
the lovely views of this walk, and the fact that we are so near its start.
• Openness would be best achieved by leaving it as it is, which would give potential to enhance the wildlife
corridor (see above). As a worst case, a wide corridor must be left, including the hill, for biodiversity ,
community and landscape purposes.
Landscape value
• Development here damages viewpoints from and to Kinver Edge (NT), which has always been a planning concern
of SSDC. It also damages the view from the western part of the village towards the Edge. Far from being
unobtrusive ‘infill’ , this site will damage an important visual part of the setting of the Kinver Edge and Kinver.

Conclusion
In conclusion, key issues are
•
•
•
•

The sites identified in Kinver are not required to achieve its housing need
Removal of land from the Green Belt is premature since exceptional circumstances have not been established
The Plan’s Housing Numbers are excessively high and unjustified by current evidence or policy.
Inadequate evidence is provided on climate change impacts of the Plan – including on car use, transport and
construction-associated emissions
• Inadequate evidence is given on transport and infrastructure requirements, and their funding.
• Location policies, and in particular relocation of GBHMA housing to rural sites, are unsustainable in terms of
services and infrastructure; Climate Change; and green field site preservation.
We look forward to receiving your comments.
Yours faithfully
Pp Kinver Parish Council
Appendices/ attached:
1. Assessment of Housing Proposals, Lower Penn_2021
2. Black Country Urban Capacity Update June 2021 CPRE assessmenet.pdf
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Appendix 2 to the minutes of the parish Council meeting held on the 1st December 2021
Accounts for payment for December Parish Council meeting 2021
Accounts for payment

Description

Barclays Bank
Barbarella Vintage UK
Barbarella Vintage UK
Dan Pickett
Eazigoods
Eazigoods
Ebay
Health and Safety
Inland Revenue
JRK
Kinver & Enville Legion
KSCA
Morelock
Morrisons
OCL
Proelectric
Pure Shine
R H Electrical
R H Electrical
Screwfix
Staffordshire County Council
South Staffs Water
SJ Payne
Turnocks
Viking Direct
Water Plus
Wix

Monthly charge
ire of Gazebos
Purchase of Gazebos
Chipping debris from the Holloway
Folding trellis tables x 19
Folding trellis tables x 1
Christmas Trees x 15
Bi-Annual update
December
Supplies
Wreathes
Room hire
Batteries for SID
Fuel x 2
Gravel for Danesford Gardens
Solar light for Holloway
Windows Cleaned
Christmas Lights
Repair to Alarm at Garage
Supplies
Pensions December
Kinver Edge Toilets
Boiler repair
Additional light bulbs
Supplies
Kinver Edge Toilets
Annual website charges

List of Monthly Direct
Debits
Utility Warehouse
Utility Warehouse
Utility Warehouse
Utility Warehouse
Salaries

Receipts
Burial Fees
Vend electric
SSDC

Kinver Parish Council

Total
8.00
240.00
3000.00
250.00
911.81
47.99
188.10
230.00
1756.67
489.42
88.00
45.00
148.80
150.00
154.04
1914.00
56.00
1740.00
108.00
125.23
2418.07
59.01
190.00
350.40
62.45
28.72
191.40
14951.11

Garage electricity
95 High Street Gas and electricity and mobile
phone
Kinver Edge Toilets
High Street Toilets
December
Total
Total Expenditure

157.78
9.61
84.49
6059.81
6324.66
6516.06

November
Phase 1 High Street Grant
Total Income

320.00
119.00
789.97
1228.97
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